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SHARKBITE ISSUE #25, FILTH, explores disorder and disobedience with-
in concepts of cleanliness.  FILTH celebrates corporeal authenticity, in which 
individual and community develop rituals of self-care that address and support 
pragmatic individual needs. Issue #25 catalogues physical systemic disruption 
through acts that prioritize the individual and its human make-up over commer-
cial concepts of cleanliness that perpetuate the individual’s relationship with 
consumerism, reproductive labor, and systemic maintenance. FILTH features 
a collection of work that presents our [human] festering blood and guts. Each 
piece rejects standardizing principles for presentation, identity, and flesh either 
through magnification of grease, or decorative construction of the delicate, ne-
glected insides through which we [human] interact. FILTH does not intend to be 
complete. Instead, it is an initial memorial for what the individual can be when 
its flesh is assessed and qualified outside structurally reinforced industrialized 
feelings. FILTH salutes the potential for spatial intervention that is inherent to 
being human – to be had of flesh and filth. FILTH is ritual.

---
 
The body is a complicit political form that negotiates imprecise boundaries 
between the civilized and uncivilized / the private and the public. Built environ-
ments, in conjunction with social standards, inform the individual and dictate 
quality and range of movement of each body. Objects, buildings, institutions, 
and, often, interpersonal relationships are designed to be compatible only with 
normative bodies. Given that no single body exists absolutely free from the 
inherent contradiction of human flesh, there is violence and tension in confor-
mity. Flesh escapes systemic authority only through simple social and spatial 
interventions. Breeching the civilized with uncivilized action, and interjecting 
the private into the public realm, constructs a space in which human identity can 
be unpacked without precursory normative lenses. Acting human, celebrating 
and addressing anatomical filth, is counter culture. Taking up space is counter 
culture.  Chaos and disorder is power.

---
 
Issue #25 is organized into five domains in which negotiations between disorder 
and cleanliness occur. Of course, these areas are never mutually exclusive.



GUTS 
 
Society measures the beauty of a human body primarily through exterior content 
- the intangible negative space surrounding an individual form. The body is so-
cialized by the communication of its exterior. This process neglects and shrouds 
the interworking of interior flesh, and the physical composition of an individual 
is ostracized as a grotesque transgression against ‘civilized man.’ Moments 
where human biology is transparent distract from our capitalist summary of 
human as civilized productive entity and are forcibly ‘off limits,’ private. Of the 
many healthy physical processes publically erased, sweat and sex are univer-
sally taboo. The liquids/fluids/perspiration that aid in assuring an individual’s 
well-being are vilified. They reminds us that we are authentically uncivilized 
and at liberty to exist outside social order. However, it is impossible to silence 
that which exists in private, and, as such, FILTH celebrates iconic guts and gore.

A Ghostly Kind of Dirt
Suzie Florence
 
There are flowers in the body
And on the body,
And I haven’t thought about eating all day;
How internalizing something
Will contribute to the flowers in my body.
 
And what of the flowers on my body:
Little wisps of hair and dark lines of ink,
Light pink nipples
Painted mouth
Dark pink labia that
Retreats inside.
Those outside flowers going inside,
Becoming internal structures of blissful indulgences
That smell faintly of ironesque blood.
The flora of my vagina
The flora of my intestines
All retreat to my outside through
Tubes of dark and light pink
That are the roundness of fingers
And tongues
And mouths.
 
We all meet through these tubes
Where we smell and feel
The inside of ourselves
Through orifice of soft and squishy pink 
Which filters all of the good
And the bad
Into and
Out of
The body.
 
I lie still and touch my chest for comfort.



Filth
Corinne bachaud

   I have trouble letting go. I guess I could blame it on being an only child, inher-
ently deprived of some fundamental level of fraternization. Maybe it’s narcis-
sism, since it seems to be myself I have the hardest time letting go of. Well parts 
of myself.
   Call it self-consumption, call it some Freudian fixation on my bodily produc-
tions, call it regression, but mostly it started with snorting drugs. I’d pick my 
nose and then not want to waste the drugs so I’d eat what I removed and feel the 
numbness or sweetness or bitter salivation that told me I was right in doing that. 
Oh and I like salt.
   No wait, before that. I’ve always been into blood, at first conceptually, with 
the saturation of vampy villains and queer-coded bloodsuckers in the media of 
my adolescence. But I decided, amidst a morbid fascination with pain and the 
genuine curiosity of why someone would self-harm (as opposed to the desperate 
compulsion that would come much later), I cut myself shaving just to taste the 
blood. I think I liked it. Maybe I didn’t but decided to train myself to appreci-
ate the tang of iron on the back of my tongue, swallowing the gag reflex at the 
surprising thickness of the nearly clotting fluid.
   I’d never really stopped eating my scabs, so how was this different? Although 
those were chewier and saltier and altogether more engaging. Maybe when 
people told me to spit out the pennies and stop swallowing sand they neglected 
to swat my hand away from my healing wounds. But nothing made them heal 
faster than my canine habit, licking my wounds has always been my way. I think 
that’s how I managed to maintain my pretzel-leg flexibility, needing to tongue 
even my heel blisters.
   Maybe it was something to do with my ears. I always got infections and never 
liked blowing my nose. It always hurt, I always popped something, it never 
helped my breathing. Eventually I learned that letting it drip, licking it as it 
reached my cupid’s bow like some salty kiss, was easier and less painful, if less 
effective at expelling the illness. Maybe that’s why I was sick all the time.
   I guess it was early when I started licking my cunt juices too. Well it was 
pretty damn early that I learned what touching myself could do, learning how 
far I could take myself into the delicious void by rubbing that tiny center of Me. 
It wasn’t until I was 14 that I figured out that going Inside was nice as well. By 
then I’d read about cunnilingus and what pussies taste like and how awful it 
apparently was and how divine it could be. I wanted to know what I taste like, 
to see if my perfection extended to every part of myself. I was rewarded with 
the nearly sweet tang of mango lassi, almost sour like a Cry Baby and I craved it 
like a Warhead. I would lap myself up with more vigor than any carpet

munching partner ever could. They found it so sexy but little did they know it 
wasn’t for them.   
   I even tasted the darkness that drips out every couple of months (I’ve nev-
er been regular). It has a musky flavor that makes my mouth water in a less 
pleasant way than its untainted cousin every other day or that one in my veins. 
That said, watching it flow out of my moon cup on the white porcelain is every 
bit as satisfying as putting a brush to canvas, disrupting the white of the gesso to 
create Something New.
   Once I realized this pattern, I wanted to poeticize it. My narcissism knows no 
bounds and my shit smells like roses. Ok but who doesn’t like the smell of their 
own shit? At least I’ve never tasted that. Small victories.
   I’ve somehow succeeded in hiding these behaviors from people close to me. 
My two best friends have noticed the nose-picking, but then again those were 
my partners in drug use so that comes to no surprise. But there’s something 
so sweetly satisfying about hiding my disgusting habits from them, from my 
boyfriend, from the world. To see people, especially men, look at me, drool after 
me, jack off to me when, little do they know, I eat my boogers and snot and 
blood and cum.
   I revel in my secret filth. It is mine and I am mine and I won’t let parts of me 
just go away. I will not be ashamed of the things that come out of me, words, 
actions, choices, performances, excretions, it’s all me. Who am I to judge what’s 
worth saving?



INTERPERSONAL relationships help introduce our private interior into public 
spaces. Sexual encounters, intrigue, mortality, sickness, food, and excrement 
build small communities and blend uncivilized activity with civilized form 
in families, lovers, houses, hospitality, schools, and hospitals. The lines that 
surround your house and my house and every institutional and individual space 
oscillate in the flux of community organization.
 
Last night I started growing heirloom garlic from deep within my body cavity. 
The scapes defied gravity, descending down between my legs then vibrating 
outwards to float perpendicularly from my hip bones. They were multiplying 
at a seemingly infinite rate. I weeded handful by handful out of my insides but 
no matter the force I couldn’t feel where their roots were attached. The harvest 
was extensive as my corpse decayed and redistributed matter from flesh to 
plant.
 
I’m drawn and haunted by putrid decay – my rotten insides ripe and stinking 
with potential chaos and disorder in a cancerous darkness. Baudelaire’s line, 
“an oasis of horror in a desert of boredom,” echoes. This is it. This is all I have. 
BYE.
 
Words that are wonderfully sick, off the top of my head:
 
heinous
dismal 
petulant
self-indulgent
festering
moist 
 
The impact an outsider makes upon permeation is grotesque. This past year in 
particular I’ve impartially collected people \\ observed, masticated, and spat out 
their filth. We powerfully distort one another.

HOME



HOME 
 
The confluence of the private and public/ interior and exterior is in the home. 
Home is an expansion of space in which civil etiquette is bent and interior 
space develops from individual to group for the community to which the space 
belongs. The presence of an outsider in the home introduces a series of negoti-
ations. Depending on the familiarity of guest, the private space of the home is 
suspended or amended according to public expectation. Simple physical actions 
become grotesque yet again in the presence of the other through a particular 
performance that illustrate the public components of what is private.
 
The home reflects the interior functions of the body. Individual rituals of self-
care, domesticity, and cleanliness have the potential to implement routines in 
a dynamic sphere that refutes capitalist myths of sterility and product. FILTH 
rejects the fallacy brought to the standard consumer that a home without nor-
mative products (cleaning supplies, make-up, plastic home accessories, etc…) 
is an unseemly, unfit home. The rejection of the individual’s role as consum-
er and, further, the rejection of commodity, is an important process in which 
concepts of cleanliness are inverted and the individual can adopt a mystical 
‘uncleanliness’ that further disrupts the body’s role in society as consumer and 
labor. Self-care is no longer an act of systemic preservation. Rather, self-care is 
a ritual that protects the individual from the violence of conformity.
 
The home is a primary epicenter for spatial transformation. It is supple. It must 
not be measured in a nuclear unit, as reproductive labor, or by the commodities 
that inhabit the domestic space. Reclaim the domestic. Reintegrate domestic 
ritual into public discourse. Put legend in your life. Marvel at yourself as flesh. 

11th hour’s afterdawn
Rob Rice

Excerpts selected for filth // find in full at redmilkroe.wordpress.com
 
He looked around in the caddywhompus academy of drawers that passed, without 
much celebrity in the erratic assemblage that was his bedroom, as a dresser for 
a T-shirt, one he found motivating, one that meant something to him, to him on 
him, like the one with monoculture scrawled in that keen white graffiti, or the one 
that said Get Killed. Get Noticed. in black. 
 
He liked that one; it was right. 
 
He slipped it on over his ratty-hair-hidden head, ridged so narrow that if you 
pulled at it passionately and kissed him you’d be blasted back out of that lust, 
startled by the stunted contour, a canine’s sagittal crest eclipsed in your grip, and 
before you knew it the kiss would be over, him having already settled into staring 
at you, sporting some dangerously imbecilic replica smile. 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
 
And he also knew, from their gimmicky slanting glances into each other’s eyes 
during the routine, part of the routine, that secretly neither tiered kin as highly as 
they assumed the other had, and that this way, knowing what he knew he knew, 
he could get them going, his flare for edge-walking taunt and threat, and then step 
back and watch them bring each other home. 
 
And he wanted it exactly, a sort of harmony he sought to create in the world.
 
Only with them having passed through, their equal portion abandon-liberation 
before and abjection-custody after, him slipped soundlessly out and home, them 
not yet knowing something had hit them, had had them, lank and panting in their 
childhood bed, bellies long and pale like strung hares, wrestle-knotted sheets 
gone ropey and logged dark with sweat, thinking of their shared moment coming 
intellectually to marked by eye contact so unavoidably at last wide grave and 
earnest, would he manage himself well enough to join them.



Deleting Notes from my iPhone 
Camille fantasia
 
On October 19, 2015 at 8:03pm I began to delete Notes on my iPhone (for the 
sake of space). While doing so I was struck by the banal beauty of some, the 
shameless yearning in others, and the intimacy of their collection as a whole. 
So as I deleted them, I transcribed them by hand into my notebook, exactly as 
they were, as a way of honoring each precise moment, each intention, each need 
expressed. The process took until 9:43pm, I believe it was a Monday night. 
 
NOTE: I have re-typed them here from my notebook, typos intact and resisting 
the urge to edit, omitting only a restrained number of words and some notes alto-
gether for the sake of conceptual purpose (and for the sake of space).

Note #55
November 6, 2013 | 4:31 PM
 
Coffee grinds
Coconut oil
Chamomile tea
Probiotics
Oats
Cotton balls
 
Note # 54
November 15, 2013 | 5:10 PM
 
275 7th ave 10th floor 10-4
Unite here
 
Note #52 
December 12, 2013 | 8:05 PM
 
Iridescent paint
Yellow wallpaper
Wire hanger

Note #50
December 23, 2013 | 1:42 PM
 
Frank Kermode genesis of secrecy
 
Note #45
September 30, 2014 | 1:03 PM
 
Summer in 1960
Poetic
 
Vietnam
Poetic performative
 
Last train home
Observative
 
Unforgiveable blackness
Expository
 
Sans soleil
Participatory
 
Dear America
Expository observative
 
Note #42
October 7, 2014 | 2:23 PM
 
Mailbox 386
D’ S/T
 
Note #39
October 25, 2014 | 11:05 AM
 
Camera release forms!!
Greyhound bus switch
Sesame oil
Coconut oil
Detergent
Honey



Razor 
Thumbtacks

Note #38
December 18, 2014 | 12:42 PM
 
Thanks, though
 
Note #37
January 17, 2015 | 9:53 PM
 
I dab the spilled mascara pooling
Below the rims of my lower lids in
anonymity of night
ride north, window seat 
along cross county parkway.
The secret of all characters,
narrators, is that they’re
heartbroken.
 
She committed suicide out of
Love for herself, too much love for
herself, the only selfish act she
did all her life, the rest of it, all of
it, she did, she lived for other
People.
 
Note #35
January 30, 2015 | 11:41 PM
 
Big brown eyes like a dairy cow.
People look most human 
when they’re running.
22 ½. Knows dark side now.
Dark side being she used to think
She didn’t have one…

Note #33
February 11, 2015 | 12:48 PM
 
Can you make yourself choke?

Can you strangle yourself?
Force of will of the mind versus
force of will of the body to
Survive.
Survival instinct vs. drive to stop
Pain.
 
Note #26
April 2, 2015 | 2:12 PM
 
Nail polish
Nail polish remover
Top coat
Concealer
Tea bags for green tea
Beer
 
Note #24
May 8, 2015 | 10:52 AM
 
Century waste
 
Note #18
June 6, 2015 | 12:40 AM
 
Stylized sincerity
Self conscious sentimentality
 
Note #13
July 8, 2015 | 10:14 AM
 
Email Emily
Floor lamps
Aztec clay masks
Notebooks
Legal pads
Butter 
Almond milk
Cheese



Note #11
July 26, 2015 | 8:18 PM
 
Hungry ghost hours
Sunday 8/2. Mon. Wed 8/5. Fri.
Sat.
Sun 8/9. Mon. Fri. Sat.
 
Note #10
August 11, 2015 | 9:54 PM
 
Sorry baby that was your 
Poophole
Now I got your shit lodged in my
Cuticle
 
Note #9
August 19, 2015 | 10:49 AM
 
Mass Review
Dentist
Birth control Tapestry
Doctor check up
Library books
Reply to emails French relatives
Toothpast
Bb
Toilet paper

Note #8
August 22, 2015 | 9:23 AM
 
Some people just stop saying hi
They’ll just turn around and leave
You behind
And you’ll never know why
And even if they try to tell you,
They don’t know either
 
Some people just change their
Minds

They’ll just turn around and leave
You behind
You can be staring off
Daydreaming
While the only thing you care about
Is leaving
 
I left the party, now I’m sitting
Alone in a field
I see your silhouette but don’t 
Know if it’s real
You’ve been a ghost and now
You’re here
And I think it might be killing me
That you don’t even want me near
 
Note #3
September 20, 2015 | 5:11 PM
 
Unwound



SPACE

SPACE 
 
The individual cultivates subversive spatial relationships by manipulating 
public and private space. Often this means delegating public spaces for private 
usage.  Always consider what composes the space around you. When you walk 
into town and feel nothing but disinterest towards normative reproduction, 
begin to use the space in a non-conventional manner; caress the plants, remove 
your movement from its commuter or consumer purpose, refuse to take your 
surroundings for granted, sit anywhere, define what it means to be human and 
exist as such in public! Through minor spatial interventions and atypical inter-
pretation the body can disrupt the boundaries that contain and fragment it.



Sharkbite’s TOP SPACES OF WESTERN MASS // 
 
1. The meadows: walking through the meadows brings the body into a non 
linear space that dramatically shifts quality given the time of day and seasonal 
position. In winter it is frozen. When it thaws wade through a siege of mud 
and miniature icy rivers. In summer, the meadows fluctuate between a tropical 
embrace and infinite desert. At dusk, they are red and hungry.
2. The CT RIVER SWIM SPOT will help you escape new England. /// watch 
for fish. My cousin was bit by a blue-backed herring here.
3. Weave behind the oxbow. sit in grass until your hair merges with the land-
scape and you melt.
4. Get to puffers pond around dawn or dusk in spring and fall when the sun 
just   barely generates warmth. Join a collection of geriatric long distance 
swimmers. Compare neoprene.
5. Sunburn beach
6. Tube the Deerfield
7. Arts and industries infinity pool 
8. Climb down the rocks behind the country club in Leeds
9. Holyoke canals, with and without water
10. Bridge on canal street between Holyoke and Chicopee.
11. Cross the bridge between Holyoke and South Hadley. Look north.
12. Lie down in cemeteries 
13. Swim under the road by the Sunoco in Conway to wade where LA meets 
MA
14. Three sisters
15. Grey matter.
16. Hadley dykes ///ignore everyone



TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY AND MATERIAL

The body exists within and around technology – tools, networks, and material 
that privilege specific bodies and deny others access. With the rise of social 
media and the standardization of the internet, mass reproduction hyperextends in 
conjunction with millennial vulgarity. Cyberspace, a platform with the poten-
tial for connection and exchange outside essentialist identity, is clogged with a 
puritanical morality that employs shame to block the evolution of self-represen-
tation. Nudity, once a classical object, is now a very personal material of expres-
sion. Flesh is a contradictory tomb, stretched between domains. While gratu-
itous, the ‘selfie’ has become an important ritual through which essentialism can 
be disrupted. By capturing an attractive form in a moment of satirical imitation 
or digression, the selfie, an illustration of filth, highlights the incongruous role 
flesh and identity play in normative structures.



THE HAIRCUT is a performance piece that interprets flesh as material and assess-
es the function and potential of human material, or human matter as technology to 
be groomed, mined, and a manicured like other animals and resources. The sample 
form is sheered and their human material repurposed. 



BORN DEAD, a film by Caitlin Driscoll, disrupts identity of individual and so-
ciety through an intense reproduction of the Judeo-Christian messiah story. Fol-
lowing the rise and fall of the messiah, the film calls upon ancient forms of reli-
gious sacrifice in which blood (specifically, and flesh, generally), not water, as we 
commonly understand it today, is the liquid possessing great spiritual power. By 
presenting blood as a spiritual substance, Born Dead honors the grotesque. Flesh 
writhes, falls, and rises in a exalted expression of our humanity and an age-old 
struggle for autonomy. With personal and social destruction, flesh is uncovered, 
and can be reborn. 
 
Like Corinne Bachaud, who sanctifies her form with her own fluids, the protago-
nist in Born Dead and the sample body in the haircut are ceremoniously adorned in 
filth: blood, dirt, and discards. Through the repurposed ornamentation of filth, the 
bodies in question reclaim ownership of flesh.

RHONDA KHALIFEH on bio art

Scientific imagery is not neutral. Emerging from the highly politicized and 
commoditized climate of the laboratory, scientific imagery contains coded in-
formation regarding the commercial intent of a lab and its source of funding. It 
reflects societal definitions of life and perpetuates cultural standards of cleanli-
ness, safety, and assimilation. 
 
Whether treated as its own genre of contemporary art, or a sub-genre of “new 
media” art, bio art is dependent on the modern laboratory. Practitioners of this 
field are confined to the same parameters as those undergoing scientific re-
search and experimentation: endless bureaucratic noise, safety regulations and 
procedures based on antiquated notions of germ theory, and stringent limita-
tions on what can enter and leave a lab. 
 
This greatly limits the ability of artists using bio matter as material or subject 
matter. At its worse, bio artists may be complicit with or even benefit from the 
industrial lab complex. Resulting works and imagery fetishize the microbiome, 
further othering the highly complex bacterial communities that human life is 
dependent on. At its best, bio art asserts the ubiquitous nature of our bacteri-
al surroundings and combats the misconception that the presence of bacteria 
equates “unclean.” The inevitable disposal of tissues and cultures that accom-
panies bio art has lead to some of the most compelling arguments for reassess-
ing ethical considerations applied to biomaterials and cell cultures. Bio and 
textile artist, Whitefeather Hunter states: 
 
 For me, the act of disposing of a tissue sample at the end of an ex-
periment is no more an ethical consideration than cutting up a head of hydro-
ponic lettuce for a salad. These are manufactured biological materials within 
artificial environments, and have no capacity, that we know of, for pain and 
suffering...One ethical question is around the contents of the nutrient media 
that are used in cell culture, derived from a burgeoning meat industry. I’m not 
a vegetarian nor against  meat consumption per se, but anything with industrial 
implications is,  I think, potentially fraught with exploitative practices. This is 
where  interesting ethical discussions around biotechnology can happen,  
invoked perhaps by artistic works that point to them. (1)

1. Criado, Lula. “Whitefeather.” Clot Magazine. 9 Mar. 2016. Web. 24 Aug. 
2016. 





ISOLATION

ISOLATION

By establishing filth as subversive content, standardized society alienates a 
universal component of each individual. Structural pressure upon bodies to rid 
themselves of original filth breeds separateness. 

Advances in technology provide the individual with the means to reconstruct 
suburban distance in densely populated urban environments. Convenience 
culture reproduces boundaries around a body that extend between virtual and 
physical environment. The removal of the body from its surrounding space and 
community replicates a divisive suburban segregation.

Popular self-care elaborates from isolated individual to manicured expressions 
of interpersonal care. Popular empathy strays from original definition. The 
mainstream practice of empathy is disingenuous as it relies on a practice of 
othering, in which we are taught that pity and sympathy is a moral truth. To be 
a just individual is to feel for the Other. Empathy has become a directive and 
divisive mechanism manufactured to perpetuate social fragmentation, the true 
capitalist community, encouraging and congratulating inaction between individ-
uals. True empathy can be realized through structures in which the individual 
operates with accountability and intention. Each individual must take action to 
engage and encounter one another. For the individual to experience true empa-
thy, the individual within community must dismantle the structural boundaries 
around itself and other people.



Sad
Molly driscoll 
 
   I asked my friend to tattoo “sad” in the crease of my elbow.  Not because I felt 
depressed in that moment, but because there is no doubt that each month I will 
slowly start to cry in a car, or on a porch, or in a bar, or in a bed, or drunk on the 
sidewalk of a new city.  In a café, when the sun is hot and high in the sky-- in a 
country, where people say, ‘ta’ and ‘good on-ya.’ 

   The lucky recipient will tell me to please stop.  Please, don’t cry tonight.  I will 
tell them that I don’t know why.  I don’t know why I’m a shithead.  And they will 
say, no, no you’re not.  You are not a shithead, Molly.  Stop saying that.  Stop 
crying.  I’ll say, you don’t understand.  I will sit with my shithead head shrunken 
into my shoulders uttering, “I hate myself”, over and over until they leave.

   So, in my best cursive I put the letters on my left arm in Sharpie.  Then, as 
I focused on a book, a friend took an ink soaked needle and pierced along the 
Sharpie. My skin bled.  I squeezed my bicep to ease the pain.  As I kept reading, 
I turned the page with my free hand.  The words helped.  I tried my best not to 
flinch; I wanted to see it done.  Because sometimes sad can make you happy. 
Because sometimes crying can make you grin until you laugh. 

   I’ve gone a week without my father noticing my new scar.  When he finally 
sees it he will say, “Oh, Molly, why would you do that?  Molly, how is Your De-
pression?  I want you to know you can talk to me anytime.  Are you sure you are 
handling Your Depression?  You know that you mean the world to me.”

   I will nod and tell him I am fine, I know, I will tell you if something is wrong. 

   My mother, perhaps more perceptive or maybe I didn’t try as hard to hide it 
from her, noticed it immediately.  She asked me what it said and I gave her a 
closer look.  Sad.  “That’s not how you define yourself is it, Moll?”  I asked her 
not to think about it too hard.  It’s not all or nothing.  She gave me her wise moth-
er words.  She raised her hands like a scale.  You promise to balance the sad with 
the happy? Always. 
   I bought Toggle two years ago for $85.00.  He was the cheapest pup in the 
pound.  I’m not sure why that makes me proud. Hey, he was only $85.00, what 
a deal!  He was adorable and reminded me of home and seemed to need a lot of 
loving.  I was at a place in my mind where I couldn’t take care of myself any-
more, but maybe having to keep another living thing alive would keep me going.  
So, I bought Toggle: a small ball of hair that barks like a maniac and has severe 

anxiety.  I never even held him until he was back at my home.  That’s the kind 
of nerves on this dog. He didn’t cure my depression but he was warm and he 
needed me.  I needed him. 

   We moved back to Massachusetts shortly after he arrived in my life.  I re-
member thinking it was funny when I told the attractive young social worker 
that my dog was the only thing keeping me alive.  I can’t remember if I smiled 
as I said it. I eventually started to take better care of myself.  I still expect 
that I’ll weep all over myself once a month, that I’ll feel like I hate, hate, hate 
myself.  It might be a few solid days, but that’s a small percentage. And coming 
out on the other side is like diving into the ocean the first hot day of summer. 
Sad is not always bad.
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Sharkbite zine is tenderly assembled and published by jil crary-ross. 
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